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Season 1, Episode 7
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Exaltation ~I've Obtained Loss~



Salt Middle School undergoes deep cleaning lead by the student council president, and one thug after another gets targeted. Meanwhile, the story about Mob defeating the shadow leader at Black Vinegar Middle School starts to get embellished and takes on a life of it's own, and Mob gets to be known as "White T Poison." All of the gang leaders from the other schools start to gather at Salt Middle School to confront White T Poison. Also, Ritsu awakens to his dormant psychic powers, and Dimple manages to convince Ritsu to pair with him to become stronger than his brother. Ritsu finally gets to experience those powers for himself.
Quest roles:
Yoshitsugu Matsuoka(Teruki 'Teru' Hanazawa (voice)), Yoshinori Mutō(Mob's Father (voice)), Seiichirou Yamashita(Inukawa (voice)), Daiki Hamano(Saruta (voice)), Ryuunosuke Watanuki(Kijibayashi (voice)), Toshihiko Seki(Musashi Goda (voice)), Atsumi Tanezaki(Tome Kurata (voice)), Yoshimasa Hosoya(Sakurai (voice)), Koji Yusa(Shinji Kamuro (voice)), Shinya Fukumatsu(Kenji Mitsuura (voice)), Kōhei Amasaki(Takeshi Hoshino (voice)), Rintarou Nishi(Fuji (voice)), Wataru Takagi(Male Clerk (voice)), Rina Satou(Female Clerk (voice)), Shin-ichiro Miki(Koyama (voice)), Yuka Nukui(Schoolgirl (voice)), Kayou Nakajima(Mob's Mother (voice)), Tetsu Kimishima(Yamazaki (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
23 August 2016, 00:00
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